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Acropora palmata’s last stand in Florida? 

K.S. Lunz, C. Shea, K.W. Ames, K. Neely, E. Goergen, D. Williams, D.S. Gilliam, A. Whittle 

Abstract  Based on five years of demographic monitoring of wild Acropora palmata along the 

Florida Reef Tract, the strongest predictors of monthly colony survival were factors related to season, 

year, region, and initial skeletal area. While colony survival was generally lowest in Biscayne National 

Park and the Lower Florida Keys, colonies throughout the Florida Reef Tract were greatly affected (241 

of the 514 original colonies were lost) by presumed temperature anomaly-induced stress occurring 

during summer 2014 and lasting through the onset of El Niño during winter 2014/2015. In addition to 

spatial and temporal differences, colony survival also was strongly and positively related to skeletal 

area, indicating that larger colonies were more likely, on average, to survive until the end of the five 

year study period than smaller colonies. These results suggest a higher survival chance for large, 

nursery-reared outplants relocated to region-specific areas with current conditions that appear conducive 

to survival and high abundance of colonies (Upper and Middle Keys). 
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Introduction 

The combination of a broad, shallow continental shelf and the warm Gulf Stream water provides a 

unique suite of benthic habitats that support Florida’s coral reef ecosystems (Andrews et al. 2005). All 
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regions are subject to unique environmental conditions and, subsequently, varying degrees of coral 

cover and species composition (Andrews et al. 2005; Walker 2012). Numerous stressors affect coral 

health throughout Florida, including, but not limited to: bleaching, diseases, water pollution, predation, 

physical impacts, tropical storms, winter cold fronts, and anthropogenic impacts (Andrews et al. 2005). 

While all of the reef-building stony coral species along the Florida Keys have exhibited significant 

overall declines in cover in recent decades at shallow fore-reefs (Ruzicka et al. 2013), the most notable 

decline has occurred in cover of the once-dominant acroporid species (Acropora cervicornis, Acropora 

palmata) (Jaap et al. 1988; Porter and Meier 1992; Bythell and Sheppard 1993; Miller et al. 2002). 

Elkhorn and staghorn corals (A. palmata and A. cervicornis) were listed as threatened under the 

Endangered Species Act in 2006 (National Marine Fisheries Service 2006) and, in 2008, were listed as 

critically endangered on the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List of 

Threatened Species (Aronson et al. 2008a, 2008b).  

       Acropora palmata is characterized by parallel, oblique, very thick tapered branches, thus its 

common name, Elk Horn coral (Veron 2000). A. palmata and A. cervicornis have the fastest growth and 

calcification rates of any species in the Caribbean (Dullo 2005). Historically, A. palmata was the major 

reef-builder in the shallow fore-reef, high wave action zones of the Florida Reef Tract (Dustan 1985; 

Shinn et al. 1989; Shinn 2004) and the extensive three-dimensional structure of Acropora thickets 

provided habitat for many reef fish (Gladfelter et al. 1978; Lirman 1999). The habitat of A. palmata has 

been so well defined that its distribution has been used to interpret both modern- and paleo-

environments; for example, Hubbard (1989; 1997) used the occurrence and morphologies of A. palmata 

as an indicator of wave and storm prevalence on reefs. Because this species is adapted to high light 

intensities and, therefore, water depths typically less than 10 m, its fossil distribution has been widely 

used to interpret rates of sea level rise (Blanchon and Shaw 1995; Toscano and Lundberg 1998; 

Blanchon and Eisenhauer 2001; Toscano and Macintyre 2003; Brock et al. 2008; Gabriel et al. 2009; 

Blanchon 2010).  

       Here, we present demographic status and trends data for Florida’s wild A. palmata population 

occurring across the Florida Reef Tract from 2010-2015, including important implications for colony 

size and regional influence that could aid in future A. palmata restoration and outplant strategies. We 

modeled monthly survival of individual colonies as a function of various time, site, and colony-specific 

predictor variables that we hypothesized may influence the survival of coral colonies (further defined in 

Table 1).  Our hypothesized positive-influence predictor variables included initial skeletal area, light488 
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(percent of photosynthetically available radiation, λ = 488 nm, reaching the benthos), and the seasons 

winter and spring. Our hypothesized negative-influence predictor variables included distance from 

shore, light4882 (a quadratic term), and the summer season. Predictor variables expected to have a 

variable influence on colony survival included habitat type and region. 

 

Materials and methods 

Study Sites 

Sites were chosen within six regions along the Florida Reef Tract based on the spatial distribution of the 

existing population (from north to south): the Southeast Florida or Southeast Florida Coral Reef 

Initiative region (SEFCRI, comprising Miami-Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach counties), Biscayne 

National Park, Upper Keys, Middle Key, Lower Keys and Dry Tortugas National Park. The regional 

distinctions were developed based on management entity boundaries (State of Florida waters, and 

federal waters managed by either the National Park Service or the National Marine Fisheries Service) 

and regional boundaries commonly employed by reef monitoring programs, such as the Coral Reef 

Evaluation and Monitoring Program (Ruzicka et al. 2013). Within the SEFCRI region, nine sites 

containing single colonies of A. palmata were established for monitoring to ensure spatial coverage 

across the entire Florida Reef Tract. At a total of 52 sites, one to five 7 m radial circular plots were 

established as site-level replicates following the protocol of Williams et al. (2006) (Fig. 1).  

 

Field Methods 

Within each 7 m radial circular plot, all A. palmata colonies were mapped, measured, and photographed. 

During the initial setup and subsequent annual mapping surveys, colony density, as well as skeletal area 

(a function of colony length, width, and height) and percent live tissue and evidence of stress for each 

colony were measured. All fate-tracked colonies had live tissue present during the initial survey event 

(i.e., when they entered the study), but the amount of live tissue varied widely among colonies (mean = 

31%; range = 0.1% to 100%). For plots containing more than 18 colonies, 12 colonies were randomly 

selected and tagged for long-term tracking of individuals. If a plot contained less than 18 colonies, all 

colonies were fate-tracked. These fate-tracked colonies were visited three times annually (with a few 

exceptions due to weather) between summer 2010 and winter 2014/2015, resulting in a study period  
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Fig. 1 Acropora palmata monitoring stations. A total of 52 sites were monitored three times annually from 2010 

to 2015, with sites distributed among the six regions of the Florida Reef Tract.  

 

lasting 56 months. During each survey, the fate-tracked colonies were measured for percent of the 

colony covered with live coral tissue and evidence of stress factors including bleaching, disease and 

corallivorous snails, following the methods of Williams et al. (2006). Although percent live tissue and 

the presence of bleaching, disease, and corallivorous snails were recorded in the surveys, they were 

omitted from the models used in the present study, and are part of ongoing research quantifying the 

effect of these stressors on A. palmata.   

 

Analyses 

Modeling of Monthly Colony Survival 

We used a Bayesian hierarchical survival model (Royle and Dorazio 2008; Schmidt et al. 2010; 

hereafter, survival model) to estimate monthly survival of fate-tracked A. palmata colonies at locations 

throughout the Florida Keys. A total of 514 individual colonies were monitored at 52 sites from the 

SEFCRI region south to the Dry Tortugas from August 2010 – March 2015, and each colony had its 

own unique observation interval within the 56-month study period. All monthly periods that occurred 

prior to the entry of a colony into the study (i.e., before which there was no data) or following the death 
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of a colony (i.e., after which there was no data) were left and right censored (i.e., omitted from the 

analysis), respectively. We modeled the observed data for each colony as a Bernoulli random variable, 

denoted by yit ~ Bernoulli (Φit), where yit represented the status (alive = 1; dead = 0) of colony i during 

month t, and Φit represented the probability that colony i was alive at time t, given the colony was alive 

at time t-1. Under the Bayesian modeling framework, the status of coral colonies (alive or dead) within 

the period of observation (i.e., following a colony’s first month of observation and up to the final month 

of observation) could be predicted by the model for each coral colony during months when a colony was 

not observed in the field. For example, a colony may have been observed dead during the 20th month of 

observation, but because several months may have passed since the colony was last observed alive, there 

was uncertainty surrounding when the colony death actually occurred. The ability to predict the status of 

colonies during months when no surveys occurred helped to reduce potential biases associated with this 

uncertainty (Royle and Dorazio 2008).   

       We used a logit link function to model monthly colony survival, Φit, as a function of various time, 

site, and colony-specific predictor variables that we hypothesized may influence the survival of coral 

colonies (Table 1). As skeletal area was measured for each colony during the initial survey event, the 

skeletal area predictor variable in this study represented the skeletal area of colonies at the time of the 

first survey (i.e., where they started out). Although percent live tissue was measured during each survey 

event, it was not included as a covariate in the survival model (described below) for the following 

reasons: (1) its value was highly temporally variable, resulting in uncertainty surrounding its value 

during months when sampling did not occur; and (2) interpolation of percent live tissue during periods 

of non-observation was beyond the scope of our modeling framework. Hence, we opted for the inclusion 

of skeletal area, which was relatively stable for each colony over the course of the study, as the sole 

colony-specific covariate in the survival model.     

       The predictor variable habitat type was based on the Unified Florida Reef Tract Map (Baumstark 

2013). Distance from shore was calculated for each site, by measuring the Euclidian distance (to the 

nearest km) to the nearest shoreline. In addition to distance from shore, we assessed the predominant 

light conditions at each of the 52 sites using MODIS/Aqua satellite-derived values of the diffuse 

attenuation coefficient (Kd) at 1 km2 spatial resolution, which were obtained from University of South 

Florida’s Optical Oceanography Laboratory. The Optical Oceanography Laboratory used an improved 

algorithm to obtain Kd values over the optically shallow water of the Florida Keys (Barnes et al. 2013). 

We used the climatological coverage Kd(488), or photosynthetically available radiation (PAR, λ = 488 
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nm) reaching the benthos, as a predictor variable (light488). We also included a light488 quadratic term 

(light4882) to assess whether or not there was an optimal light488 level with respect to colony survival. 

Extreme low and high light488 levels are detrimental to colony survival, whereas intermediate levels are 

associated with higher colony survival (Lesser 2011).  

       To facilitate model fitting, all continuous covariates were standardized to have mean of 0 and 

standard deviation of 1, and uninformative normal prior distributions were used for all model 

parameters. The global (all predictors) model was fit in OpenBUGS software (Lunn et al. 2009) using 

100,000 MCMC iterations and 50,000 burn-in, and MCMC convergence was assessed using the 

Gelman-Rubin diagnostic (Gelman et al. 2004). We based all inferences on posterior means, 95% 

credible intervals (CIs), and odds ratios (OR) from the global model, with parameters considered 

important if their CIs did not overlap zero (King et al. 2016). Three additional predictor variables, the 

presence of bleaching, disease, and corallivorous snails, were included in our initial modeling efforts; 

however, they were omitted from the model because we suspected they could result in misleading 

inferences as it was not possible to observe their values during months when surveys were not 

conducted.  

  

Results 

Overall, 241 of 514 colonies died during the course of this study along the entire study area. Bayesian 

hierarchical survival modeling results suggest that colony survival varied substantially in relation to 

initial skeletal area, regions, seasons, and years (Table 2; Figs. 2-7). Specifically, survival generally 

depended on initial skeletal area, region, and season, with lower survival probabilities associated with 

the regions Biscayne National Park and the Lower Keys, all summer seasons (summer 2010-2013, 

summer 2014), and winter 2014/2015. 

       Parameter estimates from the global survival model indicated that monthly colony survival was 

strongly and positively related to initial colony size, represented in this study by initial skeletal area 

(Table 2; Figs. 2-4). Odds ratios indicated that for every 1 SD (0.76 m2) increase in initial skeletal area 

(mean = 0.47 m2, range = 0.0002-5.70 m2), coral colonies were 2.07 times more likely to survive a 

monthly  
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Table 1 Predictor variables included in the hierarchical Bayesian survival model relating colony, site, 

and time-specific factors to monthly survival of coral colonies at locations throughout the Florida Reef 

Tract.  

Predictor Variable Description Hypothesis/Rationale Supporting References 

Colony-specific 

  

 

 The skeletal area (m2) of 

each colony: 

((L+W+H)/3)2. 

 

Skeletal area has a strong 

positive correlation to age. 

Larger/older colonies are more 

resilient to stressors and less 

likely to suffer complete 

mortality than smaller/younger 

colonies.   

Hughes (1984), Hughes (1987), 

Raymundo and Maypa (2004) 

Site-

specific 

   

Light488 and 

Light4882 

Percent of 488 wavelength 

light reaching the benthos 

and represents the amount 

of photosynthetically 

available radiation (PAR), 

on average, to each colony 

based on its location. 

Light4882 is a quadratic 

term. 

Light488 has a strong positive 

correlation with survival. 

More light availability is 

beneficial to this species. 

Light4882 has a possibly 

moderate, negative effect on 

survival, but likely varies 

among colonies and the 

presence of other risk factors. 

Generally, too little or too high 

is detrimental, but moderate 

levels are good. 

Wells (1957),  Done (1983), Fenner 

(1988), Hubbard (1997), Yentsch et 

al. (2002), Mass et al. (2010), Ames 

(2016) 

 Distance to shore Distance (km) to nearest 

shore.  

Distance from shore is 

negatively related to monthly 

survival along the Florida Reef 

Tract because colonies closer 

to shore may be better adapted 

to higher stress regimes. 

Lirman and Fong (2007), Manzello et 

al. (2012), Ruzicka et al. (2013) 

 Habitat Type Binary variable: 1 = yes; 0 

= no. Spur and groove 

served as the baseline, so 

not included in the model. 

The remaining possibilities 

were: Pavement and a 

combined grouping of 

Aggregate/Ridge/Reef-

Rubble. 

Monthly survival varies 

among reef types because of 

differences in physical habitat 

conditions.  Spur/groove is the 

preferred habitat for this 

species. 

Shinn et al. (1989), Baumstark 

(2013), Wirt et al. (2015) 

 Region Binary variable: 1 = yes; 0 

= no; Upper Keys served 

as the baseline, so not 

included in the model. The 

remaining possibilities 

were: Dry Tortugas, 

Lower Keys, Middle Keys, 

Biscayne, and SEFCRI. 

Monthly survival varies 

spatially among the 6 distinct 

geographic regions included in 

this study.   

Andrews (2005), Walker (2012) 

Time-specific    

 Spring 2011-2014 Binary variable: 1 = spring 

(April-July); served as the 

baseline, so not included 

in the model. 

Positively correlated with 

survival. Corals have 

recovered from summer stress 

and are maintaining; survival 

generally highest at this time. 

Fitt et al. (2000)  

 Summer 2010-2013 Binary variable: 1 = 

summer (August-October); 

0 = spring or winter. 

Negatively correlated with 

survival.  High risk of 

mortality: colonies more prone 

Fitt et al. (2000) 
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to bleaching, high 

temperatures, and disease. 

Winter 2010/11 - 

2013/2014 

 Binary variable: 1 = 

winter; 0 = spring or 

summer. 

Positively correlated with 

survival.  Period of recovery 

and growth; survival similar to 

spring, but possibly slightly 

lower due to cold 

temperatures, lags from 

summer stress. 

Fitt et al. (2000) 

 Summer 2014  Binary variable: 1 = 

summer 2014 (August-

October); 0 = all other 

time periods. 

Negatively correlated with 

survival. Exceptionally poor 

survival for all coral species 

was documented during this 

time period along the Florida 

Reef Tract (FWC, FRRP). 

Fitt et al. (2000), Manzello (2015), 

FWC (2016), FRRP (Summer 2015) 

 Winter 2014/2015  Binary variable: 1 = 

winter 2015 (November-

March); 0 = all other time 

periods. 

Negatively correlated with 

survival.  Exceptionally poor 

survival during this time 

period due to onset of El Niño 

conditions. 

Fitt et al. (2000) 

 

interval. Parameter estimates also indicated that coral colonies in Biscayne National Park and the Lower 

Keys were 1.82 (1/0.549) and 2.35 (1/0.426) times less likely, respectively, to survive a monthly interval 

relative to colonies in the SEFCRI, Upper Keys, Middle Keys, and Dry Tortugas Regions (Table 2; Figs. 

2-4). Modeling results also revealed that monthly colony survival was generally lower during summer in 

all years relative to the baseline spring season, and substantially lower in summer 2014 (Table 2; Figs. 

2-4). Odds ratios indicated that colonies were 2.51 times (1/0.398) less likely to survive during normal 

summer months (2010-2013) relative to spring, whereas colonies were 7.25 times (1/0.138) less likely to 

survive summer months during 2014 (Table 2). Although colony survival was generally similar between 

winter and spring during most years, colonies were, on average 11.97 (1/0.084) times less likely to 

survive in winter 2014/2015 relative to the baseline spring season (Table 2). Lastly, modeling results 

also indicated that monthly colony survival was weakly and negatively related to light488 (defined in 

Table 1), with survival 1.57 times (1/0.639) less likely for every 1 SD (11.6%) increase in light488 

(mean = 70%; range =36-88%). Parameter estimates for the remaining predictor variables light4882, 

pavement, aggregate/ridge/reef-rubble, and distance to shore were considered imprecise as the 95% 

credible intervals contained zero. 
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Table 2 Parameter estimates (Mean; logit scale), standard deviations (SD), 95% credible intervals (CI), and odds 

ratios (OR) from the global Bayesian hierarchical survival model relating monthly coral colony survival to 

colony-, site-, and time-specific factors.  Parameters strongly influencing survival are bolded. 

 

   

95 % CI 

 Parameter Mean SD Lower Upper OR 

Intercept  5.456 0.301 4.908 6.118 

 Skeletal Area 0.729 0.115 0.511 0.963 2.073 

Distance to Shore -0.154 0.183 -0.515 0.204 0.857 

Light 488 -0.448 0.088 -0.623 -0.275 0.639 

Light 4882 -0.071 0.051 -0.170 0.034 0.932 

Pavement 0.011 0.219 -0.425 0.433 1.011 

Aggregate/Ridge/Reef-Rubble 0.041 0.183 -0.322 0.408 1.042 

SEFCRI 0.477 0.997 -1.380 2.550 1.611 

Biscayne National Park -0.599 0.239 -1.078 -0.135 0.549 

Lower Keys -0.854 0.194 -1.247 -0.481 0.426 

Middle Keys -0.338 0.569 -1.424 0.905 0.713 

Dry Tortugas -0.429 0.794 -2.029 1.115 0.651 

Summer 2010-2013 -0.921 0.324 -1.562 -0.268 0.398 

Summer 2014 -1.981 0.317 -2.625 -1.362 0.138 

Winter 2010/11-2013/14 0.230 0.347 -0.462 0.921 1.259 

Winter 2014/2015 -2.482 0.263 -3.023 -1.980 0.084 

 

Estimation of seasonal colony survival 

Using parameter estimates from the global survival model, we estimated season-specific survival 

probabilities as derived parameters for three colony size (skeletal area) categories (small: 0.0002 m2, 

average: 0.47 m2, and large: 5.70 m2) in each of three distinct regional groups: (1) each size category 

and region, the seasonal survival probabilities represented the expected cumulative probability of 

survival during summer (August-October), winter (November-March), and spring (April – July). For 

example, summer survival was calculated as the product of predicted monthly survival probabilities 

during August, September, and October (Table 1).   

 



 

 

Fig. 2  The relationship between colony size and monthly (not cumulative) survival during relatively mild (2010-

2013) and temperature anomaly (2014) summers for sites within the Dry Tortugas, Middle Keys, Upper Keys, and 

SEFCRI regions. A count of the number of colonies in each 1.0 m2 bin is included to demonstrate how many 

colonies in these regions fell into each of these general size categories. The total number of colonies in each size 

category across all regions are listed in parentheses. The upper and lower limits on the x-axis are 0.0002 and 5.70 

m2, respectively. 

 

Fig. 3.  The relationship between colony size and monthly (not cumulative) survival during relatively mild (2010-

2013) and temperature anomaly (2014) summers within the Biscayne National Park region. A count of the 

number of colonies in each 1.0 m2 bin is included to demonstrate how many colonies in the region fell into each 

of these general size categories. The total number of colonies in each size category across all regions are listed in 

parentheses. The upper and lower limits on the x-axis are 0.0002 and 5.70 m2, respectively. 



 
 

 

Fig. 4 The relationship between colony size and monthly (not cumulative) survival during relatively mild (2010-

2013) and temperature anomaly (2014) summers within the Lower Keys. A count of the number of colonies in 

each 1.0 m2 bin is included to demonstrate how many colonies in the region fell into each of these general size 

categories. The total number of colonies in each size category across all regions are listed in parentheses. The 

upper and lower limits on the x-axis are 0.0002 and 5.70 m2, respectively. 

 

 

Fig 5 Estimated seasonal survival for small, average-sized, and large colonies in the Dry Tortugas, Middle Keys, 

Upper Keys, and SEFCRI regions. Seasonal survival estimates for each size class are based on parameter  

estimates from the global Bayesian hierarchical survival model. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 

 



 

 

Fig. 6 Estimated seasonal survival for small, average-sized, and large colonies in the Biscayne National Park 

region. Seasonal survival estimates for each size class are based on parameter estimates from the global Bayesian 

hierarchical survival model. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 

 

Fig. 7 Estimated seasonal survival for small, average-sized, and large colonies in the Lower Keys region. 

Seasonal survival estimates for each size class are based on parameter estimates from the global Bayesian 

hierarchical survival model. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Discussion 

The main factors influencing A. palmata survival during the course of this project were season, year, 

region, and initial skeletal area. Corals fared better in the cooler winter and spring months of non-

anomaly years across all regions; however, stressful conditions from summer 2014 and winter 

2014/2015 rendered corals less likely to survive relative to the baseline spring season. Colonies within 

Biscayne National Park and the Lower Keys were overall less likely to survive, relative to colonies in all 

other regions. Additionally, monthly colony survival was strongly and positively related to initial 

skeletal area. We did not explore the relationship between percent live tissue and survival in this study, 

nor did we evaluate trends in asexual reproduction that were recorded in our annual mapping surveys; 

however, we will be incorporating these metrics into a revised model for a future manuscript.   

       Monthly survival was strongly and positively related to initial colony skeletal area. This finding is 

in general agreement with previous research which has shown that while whole colony mortality most 

strongly influences smaller size classes in coral populations (Bak and Meesters 1998), partial mortality 

is the dominant process affecting larger colonies (Hughes 1984). These general patterns are thought to 

arise because small colonies can be smothered or abraded by sediment, eaten or bulldozed by grazers 

and predators, and shaded or smothered by competitors (Hughes and Connell 1999). In contrast, large 

colonies are less susceptible to the stressors described above, but large colonies also tend to be 

chronically injured, which can expose bare skeleton and render them more susceptible to fouling or 

boring organisms (Hughes and Connell 1999). Thus, similar to other coral species, colony size is clearly 

an important determinant of colony survival for A. palmata.  

       Acropora palmata monthly colony survival varied among regions. Specifically, we found evidence 

that colony survival was lowest in the Lower Keys region and in Biscayne National Park, whereas 

monthly survival was similar among the remaining four regions, Upper Keys, Middle Keys, Dry 

Tortugas, and SEFCRI. Although we suspected that survival may vary among locations, we did not have 

any region-specific information (i.e., region-specific covariates) to inform why this pattern exists. Our 

finding of lower survival in the Lower Keys and Biscayne National Park could be attributed to a variety 

of factors that were not accounted for in our analysis, such as reductions in water quality, relatively 

higher average water temperatures that make bleaching and disease more likely, or aspects of local 

physical habitat that were not captured by our reef-type classifications. Additionally, filling gaps in our 

genetic and genotypic knowledge of A. palmata populations may shed light on regional differences in 

survival revealed by this study. For example, potentially high genetic diversity in the Upper Keys (e.g., 
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the 12 genets identified at Sand Island) may be contributing to increased survival at some sites, as well 

as to the wide variability of survival in this region (Baums et al. 2005). Still, nine genets were identified 

at Western Sambo (Baums et al. 2005), a site in the Lower Keys that suffered catastrophic mortality 

during the present study. Regardless of the mechanisms, survival of A. palmata colonies appears to vary 

regionally within the Florida Reef Tract.    

       Acropora palmata colony survival varied seasonally, but the extent to which seasonal survival 

varied differed markedly among years. Our seasonal classifications represented three general periods 

during which coral colonies were exposed to distinct environmental conditions: spring (April – July) 

was assumed to be a period of limited stress during which coral colonies underwent growth and 

maintenance, summer (August – October) was assumed to be a period of increased stress during which 

colonies were more likely to experience higher temperature extremes and an elevated risk of bleaching 

and disease, and winter (November – March) was assumed to be a period of relatively low stress and 

recovery from higher stress conditions during the previous summer. We also suspected that seasonal 

survival varied among years, specifically during summer 2014 due to the onset of a thermal anomaly 

and in winter 2014/2015 due the onset of El Niño conditions. Our results indicated that seasonal survival 

was, on average, similar during winter and spring and generally lowest during summer. A notable 

exception to this general pattern was winter 2014/2015, when monthly survival was lower than any other 

season in the 56-month-long study period. Interestingly, the previous summer (summer 2014) exhibited 

a similarly low monthly survival rate. We suspect that the exceptionally low survival during summer 

2014 was due to prolonged high temperatures that rendered colonies more prone to bleaching and 

disease, and the negative effects appear to have carried over into the following winter.     

       We hypothesized that colony survival would be higher in the presence of elevated levels of 

light488, which represented the amount of PAR in the water column. However, our modeling results 

indicated a negative relationship between colony survival and light488. This relationship may be due to 

multiple characteristics of this environmental layer. For example, the spatial resolution of the light488 

layer was restricted to 1 km, which may not have accurately represented the site-specific light reaching 

the benthos. Additionally, the typically shallow environment required for A. palmata to thrive may result 

in a significant difference between light availability at the site and the overall average light availability 

of the 1 km pixel scale. Alternatively, the use of a light380 variable was considered as a predictor 

variable in the survival model, but this variable was found to be strongly and positively correlated with 

light488; hence, light380 was subsequently dropped from the model in favor of light488 to avoid multi-
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collinearity. Because the light380 variable represents the potentially harmful light in the UV portion of 

the electromagnetic spectrum, it is possible that any positive effect of elevated light488 levels on colony 

survival may have been overwhelmed by the negative effect of elevated UV light levels. Interestingly, 

we also found no evidence for a strong quadratic effect of light488 (light4882), which we included 

because we suspected that extreme (low and high) PAR levels would negatively influence colony 

survival. The lack of evidence for a quadratic effect strengthens our suspicion that a negative effect of 

light380 on colony survival could have overwhelmed any positive influence associated with greater 

amounts of PAR (light488) in the water column. Future studies related to light availability and colony 

survival may benefit from evaluating the influence of these parameters at finer spatial and temporal 

scales.   

       The habitat types evaluated in the present study do not appear to influence A. palmata colony 

survival. We expected that colonies inhabiting the most common reef habitat type, spur and groove, 

would have higher survival relative to pavement and aggregate/patch reef/ridge habitat types, as 

previous research have shown differential survival among habitat types for outplanted colonies (Smith 

and Hughes 1999). The lack of influence of habitat type in the present study may be related to multiple 

factors. One explanation is that our habitat classifications were too broad to capture ecologically or 

biologically important differences in physical habitat that would better explain differences in colony 

survival. Alternatively, it is possible that reef type may no longer be an important determinant of colony 

survival in the Florida Reef Tract. For example, although A. palmata colonies may have historically 

inhabited a relatively wide range of habitat types, colonies that have managed to persist in the region 

have done so equally well in the habitat types represented by the present study. Although our study 

suggests that the habitat type classifications used in this study were not strong predictors of A. palmata 

colony survival, it is possible that other, more detailed site-level physical habitat characteristics play a 

role in determining the fate of A. palmata colonies. 

        While it is tempting to surmise that temperature anomalies during the NOAA-recognized periods of 

El Niño “loading”  (summer 2014) and El Niño formation (winter 2014/2015) likely facilitated a 

cascade of stressors (bleaching, disease) that ultimately resulted in extreme mortality, we were unable to 

explicitly include bleaching and disease occurrence in the present study. Many colonies that were 

seemingly healthy with no observed stress responses in one survey event were nevertheless dead by the 

next survey event. Dynamic stressors such as bleaching and disease can quickly decimate colonies, but 

unless surveyors observed the actual stressor implicated in a colony’s death, one can only speculate as to 
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the direct cause of mortality for lost colonies. Colonies in our study were visited, on average, every four 

months over the 56-month study period. Hence, surveyors had limited opportunities to observe periodic 

bleaching and disease outbreaks, resulting in uncertainty regarding whether or not dead colonies were 

exposed to one or both of these stressors (i.e., dead colonies generally do not show evidence of either 

bleaching or disease). We are currently expanding our modeling approach to incorporate these 

potentially important stressors, which we hope will help to improve our understanding of their influence 

on colony survival. 

       Our findings have potentially important management implications, particularly with respect to 

propagation and outplanting of A. palmata colonies. The important ecosystem functions of A. palmata, 

coupled with its extreme decline, has led to an increase in the use of propagation and outplanting 

approaches to enhance and restore wild coral populations (Epstein et al. 2003; Miller et al. 2014). While 

substantial regional efforts to outplant large numbers of A. palmata’s faster-growing sister species, A. 

cervicornis, have been met with varying degrees of success (Garrison and Ward 2012; Bruckner 2009; 

Rinkevich 2000; Shafir et al. 2006; Schopmeyer et al. 2011; Amar and Rinkevich 2007; Johnson et al. 

2011; Herlan and Lirman 2008; Miller et al. 2014; Rinkevich 2014; Young et al. 2012; Nedimyer et al. 

2011), outplanting attempts for A. palmata are in their infancy. Over 10,000 A. palmata colonies are 

currently permitted by the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary and Florida Fish and Wildlife 

Conservation Commission to be relocated to sites in the Florida Keys over the next five years. Where 

these efforts are concerned, managers and biologists clearly have no control over seasonal or annual 

climatic conditions, both of which presumably influence the survival of outplanted coral colonies. 

Managers do, however, have control over when outplanting activities are initiated. Similarly, our study 

indicates that regional differences in colony survival exist, which may be relevant when managers are 

deciding where to implement outplanting activities. Additionally, the positive relationship between 

skeletal area and colony survival suggests that the larger the skeletal area of outplanted colonies, the 

more likely they are to survive. While it is difficult to identify an optimal colony size that would be most 

suitable for outplanting, our results strongly suggest that larger colonies are most likely to survive over 

the long term. We suspect that the optimal choice of outplant size will depend upon where the 

outplanting activities will occur, the anticipated climatic conditions, and perhaps most importantly, 

practical limitations associated with the capability and capacity of A. palmata rearing facilities. Lastly, 

although the influence of percent live tissue on colony survival was not explicitly addressed by this 
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study, maximizing the percent live tissue associated with outplanted colonies would benefit their long 

term survival.     
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